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58OHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
A teohnique of addition of integers, although seem-
ingly simple, involves mental manipulations whioh are
perhaps as oomplex and variable as any other human aotivity.
All too often, teaohers assume that every person sees,
understands, and solves an arithmetioal summation in the
same way as does every other per~on. Suoh an attitude may
be responsible for the failure of pupils to master the
fundamental skills ot addition.
Methods ot teaohing arithmetio have ohanged otten and
even today opinions vary.
This study is not one of method. However, partioular
individuals may protit by its disooveries.
I. THE PROBLEM
statement 2t ~ Rroblem. The purpose of this study
is (1) to disoover the teohniQues employed by different
ohildren in determining the sum ot two one-tigure numbers;
(2) to determine it there are any relationships among grade
in school, ohronologioal age, mental age, I.~., or sex and
the teohniques employed; and (3) to disoover whether there
is any signitioant pattern ot teohniques used at different
ohronological or mental age levels.
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Importance 2! !h! studY. The existenoe of differ-
enoes in individuals has long been reoognized in modern
education. Theretore, it any reliable evidenoe of oon-
sistenoy of "system" used by individuals of the same grade
in school, ohronologioal age, mental age, I.~., or sex can
be established, praotioal assistanoe oould be offered in
determining the most economioal and meaningful method ot
teaohing addition by appealing to the peouliar teohniques
most likely to be "natural" for a given individual or group.
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Qa!-figure number. An integer amaller than 10; a
number from 1 to 9 inolusive.
i n Addition~. One of the eighty-one possible
'1
;1
7! arrangements of two one-figure numbers.
III. ORGANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THESIS
Chapter II oontains a review of the available perti-
nent literature. Sinoe no other study has been made involv·
ing an identioal problem, the literature herein reviewed is
primarily a sampli~8 of authoritative opinion en those
aspeots of the overall problem of arithmetio teohnique whioh
pertain to the psyohology involved in the addition of two
oae-figure numbers.r
f 3
Chapter III desoribes and explains the tests used
and disousses the groups of people studied.
In 'Chapters IV and V, there is detailed disoussion ot
the teohniques used and the results of the tests. The test
results are reported in detail aooording to the various
faotors whioh were oonsidered to be. of possible influenoe in
determining the ohoiae of teohniques used in finding addi-
tion faots. First considered is "grade in ~ohool"; seoond,
ohronological age. Then there is a breakdown ot results·
aooording to mental age, I.Q., and sex.
Chapter IV deals with Group A, one of the two groups
studied. Chapter V deals with Group B.
Chapter VI oontains the oonolusions drawn trQm the
tindings ot the study.OHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Researoh studies have been oonduoted throughout this
and other oountries on various problems inherent in methods
and teohniques of teaohing arithmetio. Researohers also
have delved into aspeots of oomprehension and applioation of
arithmetio. Many books have been written.
IReferenoe to studies will ~e made throughout this
work, and opinions of authorities suoh as Leo J. Brueokner,
G. T. Buswell, and others will be quoted. Searoh, howeyer,
has failed to reveal other studies ooncerned with this par-
ticular problem, the determination of the psychological
processes involved in finding addition facts.
The author is well aware that those works referred to
below fall far short of representing all the authoritative
thinking on this sUbjeot. They are mentioned rather as a
sampling of opinion on some similar phases ot arithmetio.
They relate to but have little direot uearing on this par·
tioular problem.
The psyohological prooesses with whioh this work is
conoe~ned are the specifio, inunediate responses made by
different individuals when they are oonfronted with an
addition faot.5
Literature £! adaptiDg instruotion !a arithmetio.
Brueokner,l in his approaoh to adapting instruction in
arithmetio to the individual, recognizes a number ot psycho-
logical tactors involved in the learning prooess. Success
will be determined by the degree in whioh each and all are
present in tavorable quantity. Thos~ taotors listed are
interest in arithmetic, amount ot etfort expended, attitude
toward school work, efficiency ot their methods, experien-
tial baokground, and ability to g~neralize. He turther
states2 that the range ot individual ditterences increases
fram grade to grade and that variation trom test to test has
been observed tor a given pupil. Obviously then it is a
oomplex problem confronting a teacher attempting to satisty
the individual needs of a pupil. When the problem is multi-
plied by the number ot pupils in a class, the result is most
complex.
Literature ~ 1B! psychology 2! arithmetic. Wheat,3
in discussing the psyohology ot the process ot addition, said
1 Leo J. Brueckner, Adatting Instruotion in Arith-
metio (Series on IndividualIza ion ot !nstructiont Number 4.
Minneapolis: University ot Minnesota Press, 1941" p. 12.
2 Ibid., p. 13. -
3 Harry Grove Wheat, The PsyohologZ and Teaching ot
Arithmetic (N~w York: D. O.-geath and Company, 1937), p:-
131.I
1
!
6
•••addition does not mean to increase. Seven
and eight are fifteen, yet a differenoe exists.
The differenoe is, of course, not in the number
of objeots, beoause the same number remains through-
out the aotivity ot addition. In adding seven and
eight we merely think the two groups together into
a new arrangemento
He said this about the reason tor teaohing an indi-
vidual arithmetio.4
The purpose ot instruotion in arithmetio may
by stated in terms ot the service it renders••••
to order and systematize the ohild's methods ot
dealing with combination and arrangement ot ob-
jects that he may go through,lite freed trom the
neoessity of oonfronting problems ot an arithme-
tioal nature.
By "problems ot an arithmetioal nature" Wheat meant
simple arrangements ot numbers suoh as those involved in
addition taots.
Literature !a !a! diftioultl 2t elementary arithmeti-
oal oombinations. HOlloway5 reported the results of a study
conducted on 120 boys and girls in Grades IB and lIB inolu-
sive. (All pupils had been taught by meohanistio prooe-
dures.) It revealed the eight most difficult combinations
to be 9 + 7, 8 + 7, 9 -I- 8, 9 + 6, 8 + 6, 6 + 2,
9 ~ 4, and 5 ~ 1. The eleven easiest were the doubles
4 Ibid., p. 140. -
5 Harry V. Holloway, An Ex~erimental Study to Deter-
mine the RelatIve DitficUltiot t e Elementary comlifnatlons
~diItion andUu1tiplIcat on-(Trenton, N. 3.: state
Gizetter PublIshIng Co., 1915), p. 83.'I'
i 7 t
: (except 8-f- 8 and 9 -I- 9. 8+ 2, 7 0+- 1, 8 -.. 1. and
9 ..- 2• The most difficult pair were 9 ..... 7 and 7 -I- 9.
~tterature 2a !h! contribution 2! seneralization ~
1a! learning ~ !h! addition facts. The research reported
_y Thiele compared the drill method with the generalization
method of teaching addition. The following was ooncluded.6
Im the data presented, the effectiveness of
the two methods was compared; first on the basis
of the extent to whioh the 100 addition facts had
been habituated; and second, in terms of the
ability to solve certain problems whioh aim to
measure transfer of training.
The data seemed to justify the following oon-
olusions••••approximately 50 per oent more time
would be required for the drill method pupils to
equal the achievement of the generalization method
pupils during the oourse of the experiment.
Limitations 2! previous studies. As stated above.
previous studies have been made on pertinent. yet somewhat
different, aspeots of the psyohology of arithmetio. Certain
findings have been revealed and. of oourse. apply to the
individuals involved in this stUdy. The immediate oonoern
of this work, however, was not with the oonditions whioh
existed at the time of learning. the interest of the pupil
in arithmetio, nor his future applioation of his knowledge.
6 Carl Louis Thiele, The Contribution of Generaliza-
tion to the Learning of the Aaiitlon Faits {Nii York:
ColumbIaUiiiversity presS;-193~r;pp. 75-6.8
~ J There was exploration only of the psychological processes
1
1 revealed by the individual's response technique employed in
J
I determining the sum of two one-figure numbers. It was hoped
i:
to differentiate between the various approaohes used and to
find some justifioation for them on the basis of grade in
sohool, chronological age, mental ag~, I.Q., or sex.CHAPTER III
THE MATERIALS USED AND GROUPS STUDIED
I. TEST MATERIALS AND METHODS USED
~ Revised Stanford-Binet Intelligenoe~. All
ohildren in Group A of this study and those in the first
and fourth grades in Group B were given the Revised Stan-
ford-Binet Intelligenoe Soale to determine their intellee-
tual level.
~ California ~ 2t Mental Maturity. The intel-
ligence of the children in the seventh grade of Group B of
this study was determined by use of the 1946 revision of
The California Test of Mental Maturity.
~ Addition Facts~. The addition Facts Test,
whioh was devised by the author, consists of twenty addition
facts. It does not contain all of the possible combinations
of integers from 1 to 9. It was designed to present combi-
nations which offered the greatest variety of possible re-
sponses from the standpoint of techniques used to obtain
answers. The order of presentation was determined arbi-
trarily. Facts were arranged in sequency acoording to the
numbers and/or totals involved. The first ten, with totals
below ten, represent the "easy" facts while the remainingC.A., M.A., and I.Q., as well as his response to each oom-
ten might be oonsidered "more Diffioult."
difference.
Finally, the possibility of oounting existed through-
.out the twenty oombinations.
No at_empt was made to determine the relative diffi-
culty of the facts used in this study nor to arranged them in
, ,.
'J
~ ses were appropriately checked as they appeared to apply.
g
~ A "memorized" response was considered to be one that
was instantly made or one in which the subject insisted,
"I just knew it."
A provision for multiplication was included for the
only three doubles used in the study. Although it is un-
likely~ when only two numbers are involved, that one would
approach addition with a multiplication technique, it is
possible.
"Doubled a/s" indicates a response made by doubling
one of the two numbers then adding or SUbtracting the
bination. Blocking-out of the impossible or improbable re-
sponses facilitated a more accurate and rapid evaluation.
The numbers from 1 to 20 oorrespond to the number of the
combination of the Addition Facts Test. The various respon-
Information ~ Response Sheet. The sheet reproduced
on page 13 was used to record the necessary information about
10
each subjeot's responses. It includes a place for name,11
that sequence. The facts have been arranged in the order in
which the numbers and/or totals of each fact increased.
The order in which the tacts were presented to each
child is shown on page .12. A more random order was prefer-
able to the sequency of progressively larger totals. There-
by, the answer to one faot would no~ aot as a clue to the
answer ot the suoceeding taot, the total ot whioh, in many
instanoes, would be increased by one.
II. GROUPS STUDIED AND METHODS USED
Groups studied. The study was conducted with two
groups of pupils from widely-separated cities. The pupils
in Group A attended the Laboratory Sohool of Indiana state
Teachers College. The pupils in Group B attended Newman
Sohool in Tell City, Indiana.
Methods~. Within both groups, pupils were
seleoted at random, or by the classroom teaoher's choice,
trom grades 1, 4, and 7. Those particular grade levels were
ohosen beoause of the significant variation in maturity,
experience, and training. No other attempt was made to
"oontrol" the selection ot subjects tor the study. The pre-
dominanoe of low-normal and lower I.Q.'s among those taken
trom certain olassrooms, however, indicates the possibility
that, where teaohers suggested pupils for the study, they5
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REMARKS:14
chose those whom they oonsidered to be of low mentality.
The teachers were told of the nature of the study and that
an intelligence test would be given. As a result, the
groups studied do not represent the normal range of intelli-
gence of the general school population of pupils of their
respective age levels. That fact ie of perhaps little sig-
nificance since this study does not attempt to establish the
"normal" reaotion of a group, but tries only to determine if
a relationship exists between a partioular technique employed
8
~ in a given situation and the grade level, age, intelli-
l
gence, or sex of the individual employing it.
The total aumber studied in Group A was thirty-three.
There were fourteen in the first grade group, eleven in the
fourth grade group, and eight in the seventh grade group.
They were children of a relatively-low socio-eoonomic level,
all l~ved in an urban environment, and had all received
similar, although not identical, training in arithmetic.
Those of the first grade level had had an insignificant
amount of formal training in arithmetic. The group included
both boys and girls.
The total number studied in Group B was fifty-seven.
There were sixteen in the first grade group, nineteen in the
fourth grade group, and twenty-two in the seventh grade
group. They were all residents of Tell City or its nearby
farms. The group included both boys and girls.15
The study of both groups was made during the second'
semester of their school year.CHAPTER IV
TECHNIQ.UE AND RESULTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS
GROUP A
I. THE INTELLIGENCE TESTS
I TeChnique. For.m L of the Revised Standford-Binet
Intelligence Scale was given to each child in Group A. The
oircumstanoes of the group testing situation seemed ideal.
Results. The results of the tests, for purposes of
this study, are considered to be as valid as can be achieved.
In no instanoe was it necessary to retest an individual.
The technicians reported oomplete satisfaotion that the test
results represented as aocurate evalua.tion as the nature of
the test permitted. The range of intelligence extended from
quite ,low to exceptionally high. In Group A, the range
extended from 71 to 162 with a median score of 89 and a mean
of 99.
II. THE ADDITION FACTS TEST
Technique. The administration and evaluation of
results of the Addition Facts Test were the essentials of
! the study. The Addition Facts Test was the device thought
!•
i best with whioh to discover those oharacteristios of the
ii psyohologioal processes whioh were of ooncern in this stUdy.11
It was devised in the following manner for the pur- '
pose of making it short yet a measure of the many possible
responses. All oombinations of two one-figure numbers were
set down; eaoh was studied to determine the possible ways
in whioh it oould be "worked." Those ways were listed.
When the study of possible teohnique.s was oompleted, the
list inoluded tedhniques whioh were labeled "memorized,"
"multiplied," "doubled," "combined," and "Counted." Many
combinations which offered the same set ot possible re-
sponses were eliminated. Those whioh were finally seleoted
were either those which offered a different set of possible
responses or whioh involved a differenoe of complexity due
to the particular numbers in the combination. As is obvi-
ous, in studying the list of combinations used, facts of
various degrees of difficulty are represented. The more
difficult oombinations were included to provide a challenge
tor the oldest of the ohildren tested. Of oourse there is
a limit, which is soon reaohed, in devising difficult or
complicated combinations when the numbers used are integers
below 10. Even the oombination 7 ~ 9 would hardly provide
a challenge to the more capable pupils. The more diffioult
tacts, however, provide thought material tor the dull ones
ot the oldest group and most of those on the fourth grade
level. The fourth grade group was perhaps the most ade-
quately tested by this device sinoe the simpler facts were18
well within their grasp, the more ditfioult ones at about '
their level, and the most ditticult ones a bit beyond their
ability to solve casually. The first grade group could not
be expeoted to oope with the facts involving sums above ten.
Only the simplest taots were within their grasp. Even
those, espeoially in a tew cases, w~re unwieldly.
Muoh thought was given to the best method 01' admin-
intering the test. A written response was decided against
since a record 01' the accuracy 01' the answers given was 01'
no concern in the study. It was turther telt that only an
oral response would provide clues as to the thinking that
was taking place. To reduce the amount 01' contusion associ-
ated with the individual testing 01' a number 01' people trom
the same room and to provide a more tamiliar testing atmos-
phere, allot the testing was done in rooms adjoining eaoh
class~oom. Since the time required tor eaoh examination was
so short, it was felt that rapport would be too difficult to
establish in some cases it they were asked to leave their
classrooms to go to some unfamiliar testing room. The
standardization 01' the testing procedure in regard to the
immediate environment in which the tests were given was
e undoubtedly compensated tor by the "familiar" atmosphere,
~
~ provided tor all, which would have been saorificed under
~
t
i other.oircumstanoes.
J
= . Subjects were taken trom their classrooms individually19
to the testing room where the nature of the test was brief-'
ly explained. They were told that the experiment was not
a test in the sense that they usually understood a test
to be, that they would not be graded or scored in the usual
manner. It was emphasized that, although the oorrect
answer was desired, there would be no penalty for an error
and that they would be given another chance to give the
correct answer if the first was incorrect. They were asked
to remember everything they thought about in arriving at
- the answer. If it was tound to be necessary, and their
hesitancy in responding suggested that they were ffthinking
it out," they were quizzed to reveal their method of arriv-
ing at the answer. Care was taken to avoid suggesting a
certain response. In nearly all instances, responses were
adequately specific atter a tew of the simpler facts were
attemp:t;ed.
Those of the first grade group, of course, had had.
no experience with addition in any abstract sense. It was
necessary to use objects to make concrete the integers in
the oombinations. Pencils were used in appropriate numbers
and placed before each child as the problem was presented
1 orally. (e.g. "How many pencils are three pencils and two
pencils?ff) Close observation made possible the deteotion
of methods used. For example, a kind ot counting was re-
vealed by eye movements trom one pencil to the next.'. 20
The fourth grade group and those in the seventh graae
group had the facts presented orally only. No penoils or
other objeots were used.
To reduoe the possibility of simply adding or SUb-
tracting one from the answer to the previous combination.
the order of presentation did not tollow the order in which
the facts were listed on the test sheet. The number in the
lower right-hand corner of each box on page 12 indioates the
order in whioh the facts were presented.
Resulte. The results of the test were satisfactory.
The test proved to be "workable" in that it provided respon-
ses which were of the type anticipated and which could be
interpreted.
III. OOMBINED RESULTS OF
INTELLIGENOE AND ADDITION FACTS TESTS
The findings of the intelligence test and the Addi-
tion Facts Test will be disoussed in detail. As was pre-
viously stated. the elements that CQuld most likely influ-
enoe the technique employed by individuals in finding
addition faats are the following: grade in school. chrono-
logical age. mental age. I.~., and sex. The results will
therefore be tabulated according to each.
Perhaps the methods used during the learning of
~.. "
addition influence the teohniques employed; however, sinceI
1
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there is no way to determine what methods were used, that '
element oannot be oonsidered in this study.
RESULTS: GROUP A BY GRADE
Grade 2a!- Table I, page 22, presents in a graphic
manner the results of the Addition ,aots Test given to the
first grade pupils. It should be noted here, however, that
the systematio arithmetic training of the first grade
pupils, prior to the time of this experiment, wasnegli-
j
~ gible. Their number experienoe consisted entirely of very
;J
U ( simple "problems" involving always some familiar objeots.
It will be observed that rapid deoline in responses to the
inoreasingly difficult faots gives evidence to support the
oontention that their arithmetio experienoe up to the time
of the study had been most simple and uninvolved.
A detailed analysis of responses to eaoh fact will
perhaps help to justify the oonolusions. No responses were
made involving any technique other than "memorized" or
'bounted.It
Fact 1, 2 ~ 1, was "known" by eleven of the fourteen
persons tested. Therefore, eleven responses were reoorded
as "memorized." The three responses recorded as "counted"
were made by two boys and a girl, all of whom gave an in-
oorrect answer and showed no intelligent oonoept of oombin-
iag groups. One boy could not oount beyond the number two;TABLE I
FREQ,UENCY WITH WHICH EACH TECHNIQUE WAS
EMPLOYED BY PUPILS IN GROUP A, GRADE 1
Number of Combination
1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 ..
Memorized 11 8 7 5 5 5 5 1 1
Multiplied
Doubled a/s
Combined 10
Combined 5
Counted 3 4 4 6 5 4 5 6 3 4 1
Totals 14 12 11 11 10 9 9 7 4 4- 1
N.
N2)
the other could oount, but would not use counting to find }
the size of two combined groups or pencils.
Faot 2, 2 ~ 2, was responded to by eleven pupils.
Eight responses were recorded "memorized." The remaining
four were "oounted."
Referenoe to Table I, page 22, will show the oonsis-
tent decline in the total number of pupils responding to
the inoreasingly diffioult faots as well as in the number
of those making "memorized" responses. The pattern shows
a deorease in the number of those responding, a deorease in
"memorized" responses, and a proportionate inorease in the
number of "counted" responses as the diffioulty ot the facts
inoreased.
It was generally observed that as the faots beoame
more diffioult, the individual response ohanged from one
that was "memorized" to one that was "oounted" and then
ceased entirely.
It was further observed that more aoourate "memo-
rized" responses oame from those who relied less on objeots, .
and that those who relied on objeots used the "oounted"
teohnique almost exolusively.
The personality faotor was not studied espeoially
but oasual observation seemed to indioate a positive oorrel-
~
I
i ation between,an "assured" attitude and ready responses and
~
t
~ between·timidity and· uncertain responses.24
Faots 1 and 2 were, without exoeption, "memorized."
No hesitation was eVidenced; the immediate responses to
those two tacts lett no suspioion ot other teohniques being
used.
Facts 3 and 4 were liekwise "memorized." The only
exoeptions were two "counted" responses to taot 3 and three
"coun~ed" responses to taot 4 and one "doubled" response to
taot 4. (Perhaps ot signiticanoe in the explanation ot
these "unexpeoted" responses to suoh simple taots tor fourth-
grade-level pupils is that their I.Q.ts were 74, 76, and 79,
but since more detailed disoussion ot results on the basis
ot I.Q.ts is tortmooming, no turther oomment will be made
here.)
Faot 5, 3 ~ 3, was "memorized" by all exoept one who
1
~ saw the oombination as 2 X 3. His response was reoorded as t
~
"multiplied."' His response to fact 9 was also "multiplied."TABLE II
FREQ.UENCY WITH WHICH EACH TECHNIQ,UE WAS
EMPLOYED BY PUPILS IN GROUP A, GRADE 4
Number of Combination
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 ..
Memorized 11 11 9 7 10 10 6 4 9 4 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
Multiplied 1 1
Doubled a/s 1 2 2 1 2 1 4 2
Combined 10 1 2 1 2
Combined 5 2 2 1
Counted 2 3 1 3 5 1 5 9 9 9 8 6 6 5 4 3 5
Totals 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 9 9 8 8 8 8'. 26
Faots 7 and 8 were the first in which the technique
of "combining to a more familiar number and adding the re-
mainder" was used. For example. in problem 7, 4 + 2. the 4
was thought of as a 5, and the 1, whioh remained after 1 had
been taken from the 2. was added for a total of 6. Two re-
sponses for each fact 7 and fact 8 were recorded as "oombined
5-add."
Atter tact 10. most responses were "oounted. II "Mem-
orized" responses to all facts from 11 through 20 averaged
one each.
As numbers beoame larger and "memorized" responses
less trequent, some use was made 'of other techniques. Table
II shows the "oombineq" teohnique used with several facts
and a perhaps signifioant frequenoy of "doubled" responses
to the faots involving larger numbers.
Grade seven. Eight pupils were studied from grade
seven. All responded to each of the twenty faots with re-
sponses predominently "memorized."
None but "memorized" responses were given to the
first nine taots. One other response was given to the tenth
tact. 5 ~ 4. One pupil doubled the 4 and added the remain-
ing 1.
Table III. page 28. shows a greater variety of respon-
ses given as the facts grew more diffioult; however. little
oountingwas observed. Use of the "oombining to 10 andi
U r
{;
jl
Ji
f"
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adding the remainder" technique was more frequent as the
integers became larger.
RESULTS: GROUP A BY CHRONOLOGICAL AGE
~. group 22 ~ 78. Four pupils in this group were
tested. Skill, except in the oase. of one child who "knew"
answers to the first s even facts and "counted" the next
three, was completely undeveloped. "Counting" was done by
two of the other three children~ but then only to a total
of six facts. The fourth child was eigher unable or unwill-
ing to even "oount
t
' the second fact. She "knew" the first
one.
~. group 12 !2~. Only three of the eight pupils
in this group made significant use of anything other than a
"oounted" teohnique. Their responses were ohiefly "memor-
ized." They made no responses beyond fact 11. The others
of this group had little or no ooncept of numbers.
C.A. grou~ ~ 12 21. Only two children were within
these ages. One was 93 months and the other 93. The one
boy, age 92 (M.A. 72), could not oount beyond two. The
other boy, age 93 (M.A. 66), "knew" answers to the first six
tacts and "counted" the next tour.
~. geoup !!! ~ 126. Four people were included in
this group. Practioally no response pattern was evidentTABLE III
FREQ.UENCY WITH WHICH EACH TECHNIQ.UE WAS
EMPLOYED BY-PUPILS IN GROUP A, GRADE.7
Number ot Combination
1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14- 15 16 17 18 19 20 ..
Memorized 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 5 4 5 6 5 4- 5 2 5 5
Multiplied
Doubled a/s 1 1 1 2 1 1
Combined 10 1 2 1 2 2 1 4- 2 2
Combined 5 2 1
.Counted 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
Totals 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
N-
O)29
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except that the tirst ten ot the twenty tacts were tor the
most part "memorized." Beyond tact number 10, two ot them
counted almost exclusively while the other two showed a
greater variety of responses with the teohnique ot "doubling
and adding" used extensively.
~. group 127 ~ 135. Only one ot the five pupils
in this group answered all twenty tacts. His responses were
predominently "memorized." The other tour omitted the last
tour, six, seven, and nine problems respeotively. They eaoh
gave about halt their totals by "counting" while the other
halt were "memorized." Employment of other teohniques was
conspicuously absent.
C.A. sroup 141 to 149. The answers of the two in
this group were about equally divided between "memorized"
and ~oounted," the latter being given almost exclusively to
the last ten taots.30
"Counted" answers were conspicuously infrequent. Other
teohniques were employed for some of the more difficult facts.
C.A. group 181 12 188. Three persons were in this
group. One's responses were all "memorized" for the first
nine facts; thereafter. they were chiefly "doubled" and
"oombined 10-add."
RESULTS: GROUP A BY MENTAL AGE
~. group 22 ~ 22. The six ohildren in this group
responded to no more than the first ten faots. Four who
responded to no more than the first seven faots did so pri-
marily by "counting." The two who answered the additional
three facts "knew" most ot their answers.
~. group 1Q !2~. Thirty of the fifty-four re-
sponses made by the seven people in this group were "counted."
The only other technique evidenced was "memorized." Twenty
of those were made by three of the eight tested.
~ group ~ ~ 104. This group inoluded the young-
est (M.A.) who answered all twenty problems. "Counting" was
the most frequently-used technique. One person, however,
"knew" all the answers. Little use was made of any other
( teohnique exoept by one person who showed great variety in
i
J ohoice of teohniques and retrained from oounting throughout
i,
~;31
the twenty taots.
~. group 110 12 128. In only a tew ~nstanoes were
any teohniques other than "memorized" or "counted" used by
the seven pupils in this group. The trequency ot those re-
sponses was about equally divided.
~. gro~p 132 ~ 146. Practically no counting was
done by this group and the responses were mostly "memorized."
Two ot the tour employed the tecpniques ot "doubling" and
"combining."
y. group 126 12 162. Only two pupils were in this
group, and both ot them "knew" nearly all the answers. One
made some use ot the techniques ot "doubling" and "oounting."
~. group !!Q 12~. The three persons in this·
group ,showed great variety in techniques. Most answers were
"known," but among the more ditficult oombinations, each ot
the three saw in the integers involved possibilities ot
"doubling" and "combining." One pupil explained each ans-
wer with alternate teohniques.
RESULTS: GROUP A
A COMPARISON OF INTELLIGENCE AND GRADE LEVEL
oi
f
~ Sinoe the I.~. is a ratio between the mental age and
~
!i
t ohronologieal age, it oannot, in itselt, be oonsidered a
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factor in determining the teohnique used in finding addition
facts. Its importance within a group of a given age (C.A.)
level, however, may be significant. The tollowing breakdown,
therefore, is made of the three distinct age group studied.
!!! grade -- ~. below 2Q. No responses were made
by members of this group to any fact beyond number 10. Six
of the nine persons stUdied responded to seven or fewer
facts and their responses were predominently "counted." Of
the answers of the remaining t~ee persons in this group,
the majority were "memorized" with only the three or four
"more-difficult" facts "oounted."
!!! grade -- ~. between 2Q-!!Q. None of the four
in this group answered beyond fact 8. No consistency was
evidenoed in their responses.
!!1 grade -- ~. above l!Q. The one person in this
group responded to eleven facts. All except three "oounted"
answers were "memorized."
4th grade -- ~. below 2Q. The eight persons in
this group answered all or most of the twenty facts with re-
~ sponses of all, except those of one pupil, predominently
.~ "counted." The one exception "counted" none, "knew" about t
•
: halt,and used for the mor~...diffioult facts "oombined" or t
~ "doubled" techniques.
IThe factor of sex, like that of I.Q., will be oon-
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4th grade -- ~ ~~ 90-110. Some variety was'
shown in the responses of the three pupils in this group
although most answers were either "memorized'"or "oounted."
~th grade -- ~. above!!Q. The one pupil in this
grade with an I.Q. above 110 gave "memorized" responses to
only the first seven faots. All others were "doubled" or
"oombined."
7th grade -- ~. below ~O. Three of the five who
were studied in this group "knew" every answer. The other
two "knew" about half and used teohniques of "doubled" and
"oombined" with the remaining facts.
7th grade -- ~. between 2Q-!!Q. Most responses
made by the three in this group were "memorized." Som.e use
was made of "doubled" and "oombined" and more of "Counted."
11h grad! -- ~. above!1Q. The two in this group
gave responses Which were either "memorized," "doubled," or
"oombined."
RESULTS: GROUP A
A OOMPARISON OF SEX AND GRADE LEVEL
-~
It
~ sidered as a variant in the three major age groups.
r
!
l!!! grade
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females. The reaotions of these six .
pupils were varied. There was no evidence of pattern in
their responses.
1!1 grade -- males. The boys, like the girls, showed
no oonsistenoy in their responses.
4th grade -- females. Eaoh of these six girls re-
sponded to all, or nearly all, of the twenty facts. Most of
the more-difficult ones were "oounted." Two employed the
teohniques of "doubled" and "oombined" for the more-diffi-
oult facts.
4th grade -- males. Almost no technique other than
"memorized" and "oounted" was used by the six boys in this
group. In most cases no responses made after fact 10 were
"memorized."
7th grade -- ~emales. The one girl in this group
responded to eaoh of the twenty faots with a "memorized"
answer.
7th grade -- males. Seven boys were in this group.
Almost without exoeption the responses were other than
"oounted." Three of the pupils "knew" nearly every answer.
Most of the others, however, used "oombined" and "doubled"
t
! teohniques.
~
!
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~.OHAPTER V
TEOHNIQUE AND RESULTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS
GROUP B
I. THE INTELLIGENCE TESTS
Technique. Form L of the Revised Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale was given to each child in grades I and
4 of Group B. The children in the seventh grade were given
The California Test of Mental Maturity.
The circumstances of the group testing situation
seemed ideal.
Results. The results of the tests are considered as
valid, for the purposes of this stUdy, as can be achieved.
In no instance was it necessary to retest an individual.- In
Group,B, the range of intelligence extended from 78 to 132
with a median soore of 99 and a mean of 102.
II. THE ADDITION FACTS TEST
Teohnique. The teohnique of administering the Addi-
tion Faots Test has been discussed in detail in the previous .
ohapter. Everything said therein ooncerning Group A pertains
as well to Group B.
Results. The results ot this test were satistaotory.~
I
::',
j
,
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No difficulty was experienced in its administration. The '
responses made were ot the type which were experienced with
Group A.
III. COMBINED RESULTS OF
INTELLIGENCE AND ADDITION FACTS TESTS
The findings ot the intelligence tests and the Addi-
tion Facts Test will be discussed in detail. The plan of
grouping results will be the same as that followed in
Chapter IV.
RESULTS: GROUP B BY GRADE
Grade~. The responses made by the sixteen persons
tested in grade one were either "memorized" or "counted."
To facts land 2, fourteen of the sixteen responses
were "memorized."
After fact 2, ~he number of individuals who tailed to
respond increases with each sucoeeding fact.
Grade four. The responses made by those in grade -
four showed some variety in technique.
The responses made to the first nine facts were all
"memorized" with the exception of those of two persons to
tacts 8 and 9. They were "counted."
In response to fact'"lO, three persons "doubled."TABLE IV
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH EACH TECHNIQUE WAS
EMPLOYED BY.PUPILS IN GROUP B. GRADE 1
Number of Combination
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14- 15 16 17 18 19 20 ..
Memorized 14 14 14 10 7 10 7 3 2
MUltiplied
Doubled a/s
Combined 10
Combined 5
Counted 2 2 1 4 6 2 4 8 5 5 2 1
'totals 16 16 15 14 13 12 11 11 7 5 2 1TABLE V
FREQ.UENCY WITH WHICH EACH TECHNIQUE WAS
EMPLOYED BY PUPILS IN GROUP B, GRADE 4-
N~ber of Combination
1 23 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14- 15 16 17 18 19 20 , .
Memorized 19 19 19 19 19 19 17 17 19 12 13 12 7 5 3 2 2· 1 1 1
MUltiplied
Doubled a/s 3 1 7 3 4- 2
Oombined 10 1 -5 4- 4- 2 6 4- 6
Oombined 5
Oounted 2 2 4- 6 5 5 7 7 6 6 7 7 7
Totals 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 18 17 17 17 15 14 14 14- 14
- \N.
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That technique, as well as the "combined" technique, were
used frequently by several persons in response to facts 12
through 20.
Five of the nineteen persons tested failed to respond
to all of the twenty facts.
Grade seven. Twenty-two persons from grade seven
were tested. Their responses to all facts from 1 to 11 were
"memorized."
With fact 12, four persons "combined" and two "count-
ed." All of the sixteen others "knew" the answer.
Five responses to fact 13 were "combined."
The remaining facts were given a variety of responses,
only a few of whioh were "memorized." The techniques of
"doubled" and "combined" were used often.
One person responded to fact 20, 9 ~ 6, as 5 X 3.
RESULTS: GROUP B BY CHRONOLOGICAL AGE
~. sroup 12 to 81. Of the ten persons in this
group, two ot them did not "know" any facts. One "oounted"
the first tour facts; the other "counted" only the first two.
One person was able to respond to all of the first twelve.
~. group ~ ~~. The six persons in this group
responded to an average ot nine facts. Approximately two-
thirds of their respons~s were "known." The others wereTABLE VI
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH EACH TECHNIQUE WAS
EMPLOYED BY. PUPILS IN GROUP Bt GRADE 7
Number of Combination
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 ..
Memorized 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 16 17 18 15 10 8 6 9 7
Multiplied 1
Doubled a/s 1 4 1 8 4 5
Combined 10 4 5 . 2 3 10 6 12 8 14
Combined 5
Counted 2 1 1
Totals 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
- ~.
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"counted."
C.A. group 118 1£ 126. Each of the four persons in
this group responded to all twenty facts. With only one
exception, all facts through number 12 were "memorized,"
all responses to facts 13 through 20 were either "dOUbled,"
"combined," or "counted." Two of the four persons did not
resort to counting.
d ~. group 128 12!ll. One of the twelve persons in
~
~ this group failed to respond to any faots beyond number 11.
With the exoeption of the responses of that one person, all
responses through fact 9 were "memorized." A variety of
techniques, including "dOUbled," "combined," and "counted,"
were used with the remaining facts. Four persons failed to
respond to all twenty facts.
~. grOU~ 141 1£ 144. With one exception, all
responses made by the three persons in this group were
either "memorized" or "counted'." Two of the three persons
responded to all twenty facts. The other did not respond to
any beyond fact 12.
~. group 150 ~ 156. The eight persons in this
group made "memorized" responses to all faots through number
•
L 11. One person made "memorized" responses to all twenty
* !
f facts. Responses of the other seven people to facts 12
lI
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through 20 were almost entirely "doubled" or "combined."
£i!. sroup !21 ~ 160. The responses of the seven
persons in this group were predominantly "memorized." One
gave "memorized" responses to all twenty facts. The only
other techniques used were "doubled" and "oombined."
~. grou~ 166 ~ 174. Three of the five persons in
this group gave "memorized" responses to all twenty facts.
One of the other persons gave only "memorized" and 'Combined"
responses While the fifth person. in addition to those tech-
niques. also "doubled."
~. grou~ ~ !£ 18;. The two persons in this group
used only "memorized" and "combined" teohniques in their
responses.
RESULTS: GROUP B BY MENTAL .AGE
!b!. grou~ 21 ~ 11. Of the five persons in this
group. one either did not oomprehend the purpose of the
~uestions whioh she was asked or had very little understand-
ing ot numbers. She gave "oounted" responses to the first
two faots. Another person responded to only the first three
faots. but with "memorized" answers. The best performanoe
• within the group was by a person who responded to the first • f nine facts. The first six: responses were "memorized;" the
t
remainlngt;~e.ewere "counted.tr~ group 156 !2 166. Most 01' the responses 01' this
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M.A. grOUp 12 !2.~. All responses made by the eight
persons in this group were either "memorized" or "counted."
All but one person responded to at least eight tacts. He
gave "oounted" responses 'to the tirst tour. The greatest
number 01' tacts responded to by this group was eleven.
y. grouE ~ II 110. Three 01' the tour persons in
this group made similar responses. "Memorized" responses
were made to the tirst seven {nine by one person} tacts.
Then three additional "counted" 'answers were given. One
person responded to all twenty tacts employing the "combined"
teohnique as well as the "memorized" and "oounted."
~. grOUp 118 !2~. Nine persons were included in
this group. Four 01' them responded to all twenty tacts.
The techniques employed by the nine persons were predomin-
antly "memorized" and "counted."
M.A. group 130 to l!O. Eaoh 01' the six persons in
this group responded to all twenty tacts. Ninety-tour 01'
the one-hundred-twenty responses given were "memorized."
~. group 142 !£ 153. All nine persons in this
group responded to the entire set 01' twenty facts. Through
tact 11, all responses were "memorized." Other techniques
~
~ were also used in responding to tacts 12 through 20.
!
t
t
t
t
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group, whioh inoluded six persons, were "memorized." Four
persons made some use of other teohniques in responding to
faots oontaining larger numbers.
~. group 173 ~ 178. Considerable variety was
shown in ohoioe of teohniques by the four persons of this
group.
&.!. grouR, 195E 216. Great variety was shown in
ohoice of techniques by the six,persons in this group. Of
interest was the tendenoy of three of the persons to make
oombinations in groups of three t s (e.g. 8 + 6 • 8 + 3 -+-
3).
RESULTS: GROUP B
A COMPARISON OF INTELLIGENCE AND GRADE LEVEL
The following breakdown is made of the three distinot
age groups stUdied by oomparing intelligence and grade level.
1!i grade -- ~. below 2Q. One of the two in this
group responded to three facts and the other responded to
two. The for.mer "knew" the three facts while the latter
itcounted."
~ 1st grade -- ~. between 2Q-!!Q. Eleven facts were
1
tI
t the most responded to by any of the twelve persons in this i
!
t group. . A11,.,.re~ponses made were either "memorizedn or
t
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"oounted."
!!1 grade -- ~. above!!Q. One of the two in this
group responded to the first ten facts. The other person
responded to the first twelve facts. Each "counted" his
last three facts while all other responses were "memorized."
4th srade -- ~. below 2Q. Three persons were
included in this group. One responded to the first twelve
tacts; the other two to all twenty. Most responses were
ftmemorized" or ftoounted. ft
4th grade -- ~. between 2Q-!!Q. Four of the eleven
in this group responded to fewer than the complete set of
twenty faots. Most responses were either "memorizedft or
~ounted.ft Only limited use of other techniques was made.
4th grade -- ~. above llQ. In no instance did any
ot the five people in this group "count." Roughly two-thirds
ot the responses were "memorized" while the other one-third
were el~her "doubled" or "combined."
7th grade -- ~. below 90. One of the three in this
group made tour "oombined" and sixteen "memorized" responses
to the twenty tacts. The other two persons "knew" all
twenty tacts.
7th grade -- ~. between 2.Q-llQ. The nine people inthis group eaoh responded to all twenty facts.
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I Most respon-
4th grade -- temales. Six ot the nine girls ot this
group responded to all twenty ot the faots. Among those who
ses were "memorized." Only little use of other techniques
was observed.
7th grade -- ~. above!!Q. Not one of the ten
persons in this group gave all "memorized" responses to the
twenty facts, and only one person resorted to counting.
Most responses to faots involving larger numbers were either
"doubledn or ItoOlflbined. "
RESULTS: GROUP B
A COMPARISON OF SEX AND GRADE LEVEL
The three grade levels will be considered separately
in the following breakdown aooording to sex.
!!1 grade -- females. Responses of the seven girls
in this group varied in number from two to eleven. Tech-
niques used were either "memorized" or "oounted."
!!1 grade -- males. The nine boys in this group used
"memorized" or "oounted" teohniques. The number of respon-
ses made by individuals varied from four to twelve.
;
'* ~ responded to a rewer number, the responses, with the excep-
~.
it tion ot onets response to one taot, were all either "memo-
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rized" or "oounted."
4th grade -- males. Eight of the ten ,boys in this
group responded to all twenty of the facts. The two who
responded to a fewer number used only the "memorized" and
"oounted" techniques.
7th grade -- females. Eaoh of the fourteen ,girls of
this group responded to the entire set of twenty faots.
Five ot the fourteen gave nothi,ng but "memorized" answers.
7th grade -- males. The eight boys in this group
eaoh responded to all of the twenty faots. Their responses,
as did those of most of the girls at this grade level, in-
cluded the teohniques of "doubled" and "combined."CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summarl. This study, undertaken for the purpose of
(1) discovering the techniques employed by different people
in deter.mining the sum of two one-~igure numbersj (2) deter-
mining if there is a relationship between grade in school,
chronological age, mental age, I.~., or sex; (3) discovering
if there is any significant pat~ern of techniques used at
different'age levels, was made separately of pupils enrolled
in the Laboratory School of Indiana state Teachers College
and Newman School in Tell City, Indiana.
Pupils from the firat, fourth, and seventh grades were
included in the study. At the time of the stUdy, all were
in the second semester of their school year. Included were
pupi~s of each sex who varied in. chronological age from 71
to 188 months, in mental age from 55 to 216 months, and in
I.~. from 71 to 162.
Intelligence tests were administered to each pupil in
the study to determine the M.A. and I.Q. ot each child. An
author-devised test was then given to each ohild individually
tor the purpose of aocomplishing the above-stated objectives.
The data were oompiled and have been discussed in detail in
it
~ the previous chapter.
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Conclusions. The following conclusions seem justified
as tar as the samples used are concerned. General agreement
between the findings trom the two samples, treated indepen-
dently, would seem to imply some basis for a broader inter-
preta·tlon.
1. Although the nature of the instruction offered
and the time of year when a test is given are great factors
aftecting skill in addition in year one, one might expect
to find first grade pupils poss~ssing quite limited know-
ledge of addition facts.
2. Most fourth grade pupils have SUfficient ability
and experience to respond to any basic addition fact.
3. Rarely does a seventh grade pupil resort to count-
ing in responding to a basic addition fact.
4. Chronological age and/or grade in school influ-
ence the ability 01' pupils to respond to basic addition tacts.
5. Pupils with below-normal I.Q,.·s in ftolder" age
groups often "know" the answers to combinations by rote memo-
ry. If they do not, the other technique used, almost exclu-
sively, is "oounting." Only ocoasionally does one see re-
lationships between integers.
6. Older (C.A.) children with a high-normal or
higher I.Q,. tend to seek relationships between numbers rather
than memorize facts.
, -. - . - .
:7. The particular techniques employed by older (O.A.)50
ohildren with a high-normal or higher I.Q. vary acoording
to the partioular numbers involved in any given faot.
8. This study revealed no evidenoe that sex is a
determining factor in the selection of teohniques used in
finding addition faots.
Of the above-stated conclusions, perhaps the most
significant is that an insight into number relationships is
evident among persons with above-normal mentality and is
seldom evident among those of lQw mentality.
Perhaps also of importance is the fact that those of
lower mentality often "know" answers to combinations, but
when the answers are "unknown" they rarely employ any tech-
nique other than "oounting" to determine it.
The objectives of this stUdy have been satisfied by
the discoveries that have been made. The first purpose was
to determine the techniques employed in the addition of two
one-figure numbers. It was revealed that "memorized" re-
sponses were most frequent, indication that most basie addi-
tion tacts have been memorized. "Counting" is the technique
most used when the solution of a fact is not readily recalled,
and praotioally all oounting is done on the fingers. Other
teohniques, such as dOUbling a number and appropriately
adding or SUbtracting what remains When compared with the
original oombination, and oombining to a more familiar num-
berand adding the remainder, are employed frequently by51
more brilliant people but only seldom by those of sub-normal
mentality.
The seoond purpose was to determine if there is a re-
lationship between grade in school, chronological age, men-
tal age, I.~., or sex and the techniques employed. It was
evident that keener insight into number relationship exists
as an individual matures~ The highest refinement in tech-
nique is most frequent among more intelligent persons as
they approach mental maturity. ,This study showed no evi-
dence that sex influences the techniques used in addition.
The pattern apparent at different age levels was
discussed previously. First grade pupils have little facil-
ity in finding addition facts. With the exception of a few
memorized answers to extremely elementary oombinations, they
rely exclusively on counting. Fourth grade pupils know
facts with totals up to 10, but many resort to counting when
finding facts involving larger numbers. Seventh grade
pupils know most facts, rely on counting to some extent, but
show greater versatility in the use of other techniques.
The evidence presented in this study seems to indi-
cate that as individuals approach maturity, those with
above-average intelligence tend to seek relationships be-
tween numbers when they add.
Those concerned with teaching methods might consider
this evidence. It seems likely that more profitable results
might be accomplished by helping the more intelligentI
52
, ohildren (it not all ohildren) to generalize and seek number
relationships rather than commit addition facts to memory.BIBLIOGRAPHY54
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TABLE VII
TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED BY EACH PUPIL IN LABORATORY
SCHOOL OF INDIANA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, GROUP
A, IN FINDING ADDITION FACTS
Number of Combination
Pu-
pil C.A. M.A. 1.9,. Gr. Sex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
» •
1 71 63 89 1 F 1
2 71 55 77 1 M 1 1 6 6 6 6 6
3 72 59 82 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 6
4- 75 72 96 1 M 1 6 6 6 6 6 6
5 79 70 89 1 F 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6
6 79 76 96 1 M 6 6
7 79 64 81 1 F 1 1 1 6 6
8 79 70 89 1 M 1 1 6 6 6 6
9 80 64 80 1 F 6 6 6 6
10 82 76 93 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 6
11 83 75 90 1 F 1 6 1 6 6 6 6 6
12 83 96 116 1 F 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 6 6
13 92 72 78 1 M 6
14- 93 66 71 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6
15 111 180 162 4 F 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 4 4 3 3 3 3 . 4 3 :3
16 122 94 77 4 F 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 4 4 3 3 3 3 :3 3
17 126· 125 99 4- M 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3 6
1.Memorized, 2:Multipiied, 3:Doubled a/s, 4=Colllbined 10, 5=Comblned 5, 6=Counted..-- _._---..... _----- - -.-_.... ----~.~~----"- _._.__ .~"'-~=_.-=.=~--.....
TABLE VII (CONTINUED)
TECHNIQUES JWPLOYED BY EACH PUPIL IN LABORATORY
SCHOOL OF INDIANA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, GROUP
A, IN FINDING ADDITION FACTS
Number of Combination
Pu-
pil C.A. M.A. I.Q. Gr. Sex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
18 126 96 76 4 F 1 1 6 6 2 1 1 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
19 129 118 91 4 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 3 6 6 6 6
20 131 110 84 4 F 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
21 131 104 79 4 F 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 6 6 6 6
22 135 122 90 4 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 5 6 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 141 104 74 4 F 1 1 1 6 1 6 6 6 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
24 149 112 75 4 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- 6 6 6 6 6 k 6 6 4 4
25 154 128 83 4 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
26 159 162 103 7 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1
27 161 180 113 7 -M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 5 4 1 4 4 3 4 4 4
28 162 157 91 7 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 3 6 1 6 1 6-
29 104 181 112 7 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 4 1
30 173 156 93 7 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 6 1 3 3 a 1 4
31 174 132 79 7 F 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
32 181 144 82 7 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 4 4 4 1 4 4.4 3 1
33 187 126 71 7 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i_MemorIzed, 2-MultIplled, J.noubled als, 4.CombIned 10, 5.Combined 5, 6.Counted·~I~~.'._:'I· ......·• .." •Number of Combination
Pu-
pil C.A. M.A. I.Q. Gr. Sex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
o.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 144 4 3 4 3 4 .3 4
III 1 1 1 1 III 1 441 1 4 3 .3 4 4
11111 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 III 1 1
11111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4
111111111 1 1 143 3 3 .3 444
11111 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III III 4 4 4 4 4 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l' 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 .3 .3 .3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 4 1 .3 3 4
1111111 1 111 4 1 141 441 4
11111 III 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1
1 1 III III 111 1 1 1 .3 4 3 4 .3 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1·1 1 1
11111 III 1 1 1 1 III 4 1 444
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 441 1 4 4 444
III 1 III 1 1 1 1 III 141 414
.3=Doub1ed a/s, 4=Combined 10, 5=Combined 5, 6=Counted. l:Memorized, 2:Mu1tiplied,
TABLE VIII (CONTINUED)
TECHNIQ,UES EMPLOYED BY EACH PUPIL IN NEWMAN
SOHOOL J TELL CITY J INDIANA J GROUP B J IN
FINDING ADDITION FACTS
39 153 142 93 7 F
40 154 202 131 7 F
..",41 155 130 84 7 F
..::~. 42 156 158 101 7 M :...: ~.. o: 43 156 173 III 7 F
:no..:::.44 157 195 124 7 M
: . ':'·.45 157 207 132 7 F
: :~::. 46 158 166 105 7 M
: ':::'47 158 196 124 7 F
:-.~:: -:> 48 159 178 112 7 F
... . 49 160 144 90 7 M
~. :_:.: 50 160 150 94 7 F
....• "'0; 51 166 156 94 7 F
..:.: -:". 52 167 165 99 7 M
····:~:::53 168 161 96 7 F
:':'; 54 171 1.33 78 7 F
55 174 143 84 7 F
56 182 215 118 7· M
57 182 216 119 7 F